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Louieham as to your request I will try to give you a list of our nursery at best of care given including a catalogue of one fruit which I am sure you understand except for some varieties which I will decline as best of care.
The Warnock choice apple is a sym apple in 1861 Mr. Monroe Warnock brought the apple tree from comk land mountain and planted it on his farm in Warren Co. Tenue it grew to be a large tree and a great bearer it was a noted tree for its great load of fruit and size of fruit must ever year it is a large yellow apple gets ripe about 10 days earlier than the Early Harlow the apple is called very much like the Early Harlow but not quite so sour.
So in the year 1908 we started our nursery and we got twigs of this tree and grafted them and have been grafting them ever since. This apple is a leader among early apples and besides the leader I ship to.

We gave this apple the name Warrack Choice, in honor of Mr. Warrack because there was a colony of Warracks settled at this place and it was their choice apple as to the fruit of the tree. I rate them all by the best of the best, it all the twigs of this tree all the twigs in the nursery growing in the nursery. So if there is anything you want in regard to that apple go well and mail it as best you can.
Western White June Peach

This tree was sent to a man in West Tennessee from West Texas. He planted it on his farm and at that time the year 1906 S. D. Elrod was at his place and saw the tree laden with fine ripe peaches in June. So he wanted the tree in his nursery. He had the man to send me some buds by mail and I budded them and have them budding there ever year since this tree is a thrifty grower and a bountiful bearer. The body of the tree is an orange colored tree with greenish colored twigs and a pale red blossoms. The fruit is white a thought the size of the June June and gets ripe by the 10th of June it aint like other early peaches in its flavor its flavor is like
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The old garden peach must early Peaches has to French Wafer about them this aint the case with this Peach it is stewed and eat Wafer this Peach when ripe can be Paled like a Pear but the acid will shake off one hand's most Early Peaches and not good for Cooking Purposes not so with this Peach it is a good cooker and tough good of Don't no traveling we have kept them two years in cold and still good

Mr. Tuck you may think your losing a foot & 1/2 in. Park to you gain if you have a place far 1/2 of these trees and want them next year I will send them to you for free of charge we have nothing But Parent and none if I can't think of it I will send you some of the Peaches in June

J. S. ELROD